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Alfa RAK Rotator: 
 

TRIEX  series: 
LM-470D 
LM-354E 
 

US Tower "4" series 
All of the medium duty US towers beginning with a "4" should fit. 
These are the 438, 455, 472, 489.  Last 2 digits are the height and all use the same top section, they just add a 
bigger bottom. 

  438 Should fit 
455 Should fit 
472 Should fit 
 Motor protrudes about 2 mm should not hit anything  
489 (tight) 

 
US Towers "5" series 
  HDX 572 Should fit easily. 

 
Rohn 25: 

Sticks out of Rohn 25 but installs OK without cutting any braces. 
Rohn 45 and bigger: 

Plenty of room. 
 
Rohn BX / Delhi 
 Should  fit all sizes 
 
Mark W0NCL has his in a LM-470D apparently the same size as a Triex LM354E 
tight but fits. 
 
W9QM has his in the US Tower 472. Very tight.  Says need install rotor up about 12" so motor clears brace (so our 
8" adaptor might be just right since it would put the motor around 12"up, depending where he is measuring from). 
Says the motor protrudes about 2 mm but there is clearance for the sections to retract and not hit anything. 
 
All of the medium duty US towers beginning with a "4" should therefore fit.  These are the 438, 455, 472, 489. Last 2 
digits are the height and all use the same top section, they just add a bigger bottom. 
 
The heavy duty such as the HDX 572 use one size bigger top so obviously there is plenty of room in this series. 
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Alfa BIG RAK Rotator: 
 

Rohn 45: 
Motor sticks out but otherwise OK 
 

Rohn BX / Delhi 
 Will fit all sizes IN LOWER SECTION NOT TOP 
 
******************************************************************* 
 

Alfa RAU Rotator: 
 
Any place an RAK will fit 
 
 

TRIEX  series: 
LM-470D 
LM-354E 
 

US Tower "4" series 
All of the medium duty US towers beginning with a "4" should fit. 
These are the 438, 455, 472, 489.  Last 2 digits are the height and all use the same top section, they just add a 
bigger bottom. 

  438 Should fit 
455 Should fit 
472 Should fit 
 Motor protrudes about 2 mm should not hit anything  
489 (tight) 

 
US Towers "5" series 
  HDX 572 Should fit easily. 

 
Rohn 25: 

Sticks out of Rohn 25 but installs OK without cutting any braces. 
Rohn 45 and bigger: 

Plenty of room. 
 
Rohn BX / Delhi 
 Should  fit all sizes 
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